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the same goes for the erase bit - the more often you use it, the more often you get a different value.
so, when the number of erase cycles is almost the same as the no. of programming cycles, you may
get the erased value on one machine, and the programmed on the other. the same goes for the save
bit - if you don't save the old data for many erase cycles, you can get different values in original and
copy. i tried saving the output from the program to a file and then restoring, same difference on both
printers. i recorded the output from the vag terminal to a file, and when i looked at the file with a hex
editor, i was able to see the two different values, but only on the first line of data (and they differed
by one bit). the rest of the file looked perfectly fine. i'm not sure what any of this means, but at least
it seems that the value of the data is changing when reading it. i'm really sorry but i am not able to
help you in debugging the i2c problem. other software-emulated i2c chips are pretty reliable. and i
don't know how to debug the real i2c eeprom problem. maybe someone has an idea its been a great
pleasure making a program for my printer but there is a tear in my heart. after a full-day on coding
and debugging i’ve discovered that the program i wrote can’t be executed. on windows 9.0. so, i
modified it a bit to make it run and i’m here to share my modifications with you. i hope they can
benefit you. it works great, but there is one bug. in the source code you can see there’s a “check for
connection” in the vw_update_eeprom() function. the problem is that if no connection (or a bad
connection) is detected, this function will return false, causing the driver to quit.
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it looks like it is not so easy as i expected. i used 24c02 eeprom memory and tried to write to it. the
test cycle was write 0xff, read back 20 times, write 0x7f, read back 20 times,.. write 0x01 and read
back 20 times. after 2m of those cycles (so 8m writes) bit 3 read 1 when it should read 0. just once,
another fail of the same bit was 100k writes later. i continued writing to the byte and i have nearly

7m cycles so far. currently when i write 0 to the byte it stays 0 for about a minute. then it turns to 1.
after a bit longer time it turns to 0x7f. strange since the msb should be worn out most of the bits.

when repeatedly reading the byte again and again it changes it's value after about 200k reads. one
bits turns to 0. but after a short moment it is 1 again. with very limited evidence i have made it looks
like worn out bit can anyone point to a device that is being sold today that someone cracked the avr

code and reverse engineered all of the rest of the design i really don't know how much more
complicated can it be to just write new code for the device you reverse engineer, i would think it
would take less time. after all, anyone capable of reverse engineering a complicated hardware

design as well as manufacturing it must surly be able to do some simple 8 bit programming. don't
know about the bigger chips but 8 bit avr's i would think writing new code for just about anything a

chip like this can do would be easier and faster. unless there is some fantastic code writing that
changes the world as we know it. possibly. i have read other app notes from microchip on this topic

and it did not answer my questions. neither does this one. for example they are testing eeproms
from different manufacturers for failures. how they do it i doubt they write the eeprom and wait 100
years to read it back and if it is ok they repeat it. how they know the tested bit has failed is reading
back the same value as was written guaranty it will stay the same after 100 years or is it possible it

will change in 5 mins so many questions, so few answers. 5ec8ef588b
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